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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the Lighthouse Baptist Church in 1 
Santa Maria, CA—and your brain masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 2 
I'm going change up the format a little for this show. Rather than run through my outline 3 
of what I consider key news stories for the week and then going through them, I'll simply 4 
say what I have to say about each one — and then I want to finish my look at the New 5 
York Times Definitive List of evidence that Trump is racist. Let's get started. 6 
[TRUTH] 7 
More than 350 dead in Sri Lanka — MSM silent — 50 killed in the New Zealand Mosque 8 
shooting — 24/7 coverage. Difference? The 350 killed in Sri Lanka were Christians killed 9 
by Muslims. The 50 killed in New Zealand were Muslims killed by — a whacked out self-10 
proclaimed racist who promoted Socialism — and the MSM tried but failed to brand the 11 
attacker as  "right-wing" which for liberals is a code word for "Christian." 12 
When the attack on the Mosque was reported, Hillary and Obama expressed deep sadness 13 
that "peaceful Muslims" would be attacked at worship. When the Sri Lanka massacre of 14 
350 Catholics and other Christians was reported, Obama and Hillary tweeted condolences 15 
to the "Easter worshippers.'1 16 
In Nigeria, Muslims routinely slaughter Christians2 and the American msm turn a blind 17 
eye — or roll their eyes and look away. April 24, only a few days ago, we paused to 18 
REMEMBER the Armenian and Assyrian Christians slaughtered by Muslims during 19 
WWI. Over 1.5 million Armenians and 300,000 Assyrians were killed. Churchill who got 20 
most things right rightly observed that WWI provided an opportunity for the Muslim 21 
Turks to clear Turkish soil of a Christian race. When unrest breaks out in any Muslim 22 
country, Christians are specifically targeted — the point is, all the other factors, tribal 23 
feuds, territory disputes, political factions vying for power, at the root of this was a 24 
religious ideology that believes "infidels" have no rights, and no legitimate claim to life or 25 
liberty. They have three choices — they can pay the Jizya (which means they agree to live 26 
under Muslim rule), convert to Islam, or die. There is no peace without Islam — 27 
submission to Allah and to his prophet.  28 
20% of Muslims in the US believe this — that infidels have no legitimate right to life or 29 
liberty because they have refused to submit (Islam) to their god, named Allah. And the 30 
other 80% of peace loving Muslims in the country are for the most part silent on the 31 
matter. Only a small handful actually speaks up, and they do so very carefully because if 32 
you think the Muslim ideology is harsh against the infidel, it's even worse for the apostate. 33 

                                     
1 https://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/easter-worshippers-and-the-lefts-allergy-to-language/ 
2 https://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/cwn/2019/march/muslim-terrorists-merciless-killing-of-nigerian-christians-continues-as-
mainstream-media-remains-silent 
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And in Islam, it does not take much to be branded apostate — even if you say something 34 
that sounds like you doubt the Muslim religion you can be branded apostate. 35 
Brigitte Gabriel has been very vocal about the truth concerning the Muslim religion and 36 
the desire of every true Muslim to bring America under Sharia law —Bill Maher seems to 37 
get it he knows the fundamental beliefs of Islam are incompatible with what he called 38 
liberal values of free speech, freedom of religion — he included marriage equality and 39 
gender equity — which we would certainly list with liberal values — and yet Maher also 40 
knows that Christians don't kill you if you leave their religion, Christians don't believe all 41 
non-believers must convert to Christianity or die, even Maher knows that while 42 
Christians object and flat out reject the idea of homosexual marriage they don't believe 43 
those who practice such behavior ought to be killed — we want them to be saved! Maher 44 
knows that although Christians object to and reject the idea of gender fluidity as contrary 45 
to nature and to nature's God, they don't call for the murder of any biological males who 46 
are so confused they think they are girls, or vice versa — Maher sees that there is a 47 
difference at a very real and fundamental level between the Muslim religion and 48 
Christianity. 49 
Christians are the only people who set up a country that affords everyone the inalienable 50 
right of freedom of conscience — Secular States do not believe in freedom of thought.  51 
The ugly truth is secular-humanist states have a whole lot more in common with Islamic 52 
regimes than with Christian ideals. Which might tell you why secularists don't mind 53 
Christians being slaughtered, but feel great sympathy for Muslims being killed. 54 
I mean, it's so bizarre! Remember when Obama could not bring himself to quote that 55 
famous line in the Declaration affirming that we are all endowed by our CREATOR with 56 
certain inalienable rights, but kept leaving out the word Creator?  57 
When 50 Muslims were killed in an atrocious attack by socialist loving self-avowed racist, 58 
Hillary and her friend, Obama, decried the event, and expressed personal identification 59 
with the victims, expressing how saddened they were that peace loving Muslims were 60 
murdered while worshipping — but when 350 Christians are slaughtered in Sri Lanka, 61 
Obama and Hillary can't bring themselves to use the word Christian, instead, they refer to 62 
those murdered by the rampaging Muslims Easter worshippers.  63 
I, for one, simply do not believe these people are as tone deaf as they sometimes appear, 64 
or pretend. I think these guys are among the most rhetoric-attuned people on the planet 65 
today — they display a heightened sensitivity to the weight of words — they avoided 66 
using the word Christian on purpose because they are very sensitive to the implications, 67 
the message it sends — Muslims killing Christians — creates immediate disaffection for 68 
Muslims and sympathy for Christians — and they can't have that! In their worldview, 69 
Christians, especially white ones, are to be blamed for everything. Christians, that is 70 
conservative ones, are in their way, obstacles in their effort to PROGRESS us toward 71 
socialism - communism, whereas Muslim ideology is a useful ally against their common 72 
enemy. 73 
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Increasingly, the world is polarizing with conservative, Bible believing Christianity on the 74 
right and everything else on the left. 75 
My new book, God's War is coming out soon — Hardback, about 300 pages, smith-sewn 76 
by the way, which means when you're reading it you don't have to fight binding to get the 77 
book to lay open. This book is a must read for every God fearing patriot — there is no 78 
book that explains what is going on in our country and in the world today as thoroughly, 79 
as clearly, and totally from a biblical perspective like God's WAR! Coming out soon. If 80 
you want to reserve a first edition signed copy of GOD's WAR, go to our website, 81 
brainmassage.net and send an email that says, simply, RESERVE GOD'S WAR — and 82 
how man copies you want. When the book is released, I'll send you a response to your 83 
email with a code that will allow you to buy it at a 25% discount. But that discount is 84 
available ONLY to those who reserve their copy before the release date. 85 
Okay, what else do I need to touch on before I go to break? Biden declared his candidacy 86 
for President — that sound like the punch line of a joke. Here is a NFL football player that 87 
decided to threaten a Pro-lifer outside an abortion clinic in Huntsville, AL — let's see, 88 
who is the bully — here it is, Austin Shepherd, currently a free agent, played for the 89 
Minnesota Vikings, I think! Anyway, what a wonderful example of a roll model — a 90 
bigoted bully who can't articulate a cogent argument for his position so he decides he will 91 
use his 6'4" 315 pounds and menacing presence as an offensive tackle in the NFL to 92 
intimidate a woman expressing her well articulated objection to murdering babies in the 93 
womb. 94 
It is consistent — over and over we get these stories, here is a woman that attacked an 95 
elderly pro-life protestor, knocking her down and breaking her leg — time and again, it's 96 
a liberal that attacks a conservative physically, whether it's some guy kicking a pro-life 97 
mother, a liberal throwing an old woman down and breaking her leg because she handed 98 
someone a card with a number to call if they want to discuss options other than abortion 99 
— or some liberal NFL football tackle threatening a woman at an abortion clinic wearing 100 
a sign that encourages women to seek another option, or some liberal nutjob attacking 101 
someone wearing a MAGA hat, or some liberal network maligning teenagers because 102 
they were wearing MAGA hats, or some idiot school officials suspending a student for 103 
wearing a MAGA sweatshirt and having their pic taken holding a Trump banner, or, or 104 
— are you beginning to understand why liberals have so much understanding for 105 
Muslims killing Christians and why they are so ready to attack anyone who dares tell the 106 
truth about what's going on? 107 
Hold on through the break — I'll be right back. 108 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor at the Lighthouse, 109 
your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern lighter, lighting the lamps in the church 110 
belfry arch, signaling the enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 111 
liberty. 112 
Okay, let's get back to work on my definitive proofs that Trump is NOT racist. 113 
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And I'll begin by explaining that the burden of proof is not on Trump to prove he is not 114 
racist. This is a clever trick of the left — make outlandish accusations setting their 115 
opponent on the defensive and thereafter allowing the conversation to be under the 116 
attacker's control — that's what they are doing with the trumped up Russian Collusion 117 
hype — if they can keep Trump and company defending against their attack, they can 118 
hope to keep Trump from turning the attack on to them. We are hopeful this will turn — 119 
Congress, under the control of the Demoncrats, however, is not going to make it easy for 120 
Barr and the rest of the team that wants to wring true justice out of the "system." 121 
So, anyway, it's actually not my job to prove Trump is not a racist. Although Russell's 122 
teapot was contrived as a way to make Christians think they have to prove self-evident 123 
truths, such as that there is in fact a Creator Who endowed every man with certain 124 
inalienable rights, the point he made with that analogy is in fact itself self-evident. The 125 
mere assertion of a something does not make a something true, and the burden is upon 126 
the asserter not the assertee — to prove, or establish the credibility of the assertion. (By 127 
the way, assertee is not a word, heh, but useful for my present purpose.) 128 
And, credit must be given where due — and some little bit at least is due the New York 129 
Times for bothering to make the effort to assemble "proofs" supporting the general liberal 130 
allegation that Trump is racist — I've been using it offer a rebuttal. Let's continue. 131 
We left off exposing the vapidity of those proof offered under the heading that Trump 132 
regards Minorities as Uppity and Ungrateful. 133 
The proof they offered was that he "frequently criticizes prominent African-American for 134 
being unpatriotic, ungrateful and disrespectful." But every occasion in which Trump 135 
criticized someone for being "unpatriotic, ungrateful and disrespectful," was prompted by 136 
unpatriotic, ungrateful, and disrespectful behaviors. In other words, not once has Trump 137 
ever said "black people are unpatriotic" he has never said "brown people are disrespectful" 138 
— he has, however, pointed to specific behavior and condemned it as unpatriotic, 139 
ungrateful, or disrespectful — only the Liberal looks at the skin color in these situations 140 
and makes judgments about racism. Martin Luther King asked us all to make judgments 141 
based on the content of an individual's character and not on the color of their skin — so 142 
far, that's all Trump has been doing. And it is very refreshing to have a President who is 143 
not tangled up in race issues in his thinking. He is able to speak to the character of a man 144 
without regard to the color of his skin. 145 
So, once again, I show that it's the liberal that is racist, not the conservative Christian. 146 
But, before I leave this "proof" that liberals are the ones that are racist, have you been 147 
paying attention to Candace Owens? Diamond and Silk got this ball rolling, I think — 148 
and they are great fun, and make serious points in a very effective way. Owens, however, 149 
is straight up serious and she is nailing the libs for their use and abuse of blacks in 150 
America. Consistently, the turns every one of their pat arguments around on them. "Black 151 
lives have never mattered to DNC. Black votes always have. They have created systems we 152 
cannot get out of. Welfare system … single motherhood 1960 23% today 74%. they 153 
incentive that, remove black father from home. She went on – they come around every 154 
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four years and say vote for us because the other guy is racist — when the OPPOSITE is in 155 
fact the TRUTH. 156 
The Republican party has never been the home of racism — the Democrat party has 157 
ALWAYS been the home of racism and the party of racists. You've been fooled. It's time 158 
to wake up! 159 
Okay, back to this definitive list of proofs that Trump is racist. 160 
Next heading in this article published in the New York Times in 2018 — Friendliness 161 
with Proud Racists and White Nationalists. 162 
First evidence: "He has retweeted white nationalists without apology." Now, here is the 163 
problem with this. The article linked to this point actually begins by offering the caveat 164 
that Trump does this stuff out of ignorance — I'm going to debunk that, too, in a 165 
moment, but let's start there. Because this is fairly consistent with those who glob on to 166 
whatever they think supports their narrative and run with it, even when their glob does 167 
not actually support their narrative. 168 
This article begins by making a fair statement that Trump retweets stuff irresponsibly, 169 
and suggests he is ignorant about the connection these Tweets have to radical white 170 
supremacists or radical nationalists. However, in typical liberal fashion, the author of that 171 
article then begins to suggest Trump's retweet of some of these people suggests sympathy 172 
for the movements they represent. That is a fallacy. 173 
In this show, earlier, I mentioned Bill Maher and complimented him on some astute and 174 
honest observations about the Muslim religion in contrast to Christianity. 175 
It is possible that I would have thought, hey, this Bill Maher guy is right on, and I might 176 
in that case have quoted him without offering any clarification regarding his views — but, 177 
well, maybe that's not so possible, because, as you know, the Brain Massuer is superior to 178 
people like Trump, right, and he would never make such a mistake — and that plucking 179 
sound you heard was me plucking my tongue out of my cheek — and the sarcasm you 180 
noted in my tone was exactly that — sarcasm — a useful device when making certain 181 
salient points, such as — GIVE ME A BREAK — please! 182 
So you expect your President to be much more aware, even omniscient, and never to 183 
make such mistakes as seeing a Tweet that made a statement he thought worthy to be 184 
retweeted but did not take the time to research who the person is and went with it —  185 
And the point is, this sort of thing does not prove Trump supports radical white 186 
nationalism, or white supremacists — and when they say he does this "without apology" it 187 
is not enough for them that he has openly clarified what he means by nationalism and 188 
that he is opposed to any notion of white supremacy — what they want is for him to say, 189 
oh, I Retweeted that one, and I really should not have done that. Okay, but I hope you see 190 
that while that might offend some folks it does not prove he is a white nationalist or 191 
supremacist. In fact, in Trump's world, he might hear someone call him a white 192 
nationalist and he might think, well, I'm white, and I do believe America first, so … 193 
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unaware that there is a political party somewhere called white nationalists that promotes 194 
policies that he would strongly disagree with. 195 
Okay, so the next proof: "He called some of those who marched alongside white 196 
supremacists in Charlottsville, VA, last August "very fine people."  197 
Another example of reaching so far these guys are going to pull their arms out of their 198 
sockets. 199 
Did you notice they did carefully distinguish that Trump did not say the white 200 
supremacists were "very fine people." No! And this is the trick of these devils. They are 201 
adept at deceptive speech. Probably most who heard that — their mind registered the idea 202 
that Trump said White Supremacists were "very fine people." In fact, that's how it gets 203 
reported, in the echo chamber of the MSM and liberal universe — it's repeated over and 204 
again — lately by Biden when he perpetrated the LIE that Trump referred to White 205 
Supremacists as "very fine people."  206 
You should really feel nothing but loathing for him, and all the others who do this 207 
routinely. 208 
The truth is Trump did NOT say the White Supremacists were "very fine people," and the 209 
writer of the article used by the New York Times to prove he did, made it clear that is 210 
NOT what Trump did. What he said was that there were very fine people on both sides of 211 
this conflict — present at that march — and that is the truth. And again, this is the most 212 
truthful President I think we've ever had, ranking him right up there with Reagan. 213 
It was an honest observation that needed to be given consideration when assessing what 214 
happened. 215 
Sometimes I attend rallies, and marches, usually it will be a pro-life rally, and it is 216 
inevitable that some groups will be represented in these marches or rallies that I don't 217 
agree with at all. I'm there to stand for life — not to stand in solidarity with every group 218 
represented in the rally. Not everyone that marched in Charlottesville was a white 219 
supremacist or Antifa — some were there because they felt strongly the statue out to 220 
come down, and others were there who felt strongly that it ought not to be brought down 221 
that in all other respects were respectable. 222 
The White Supremacists and Antifa activists took advantage of a political hot button issue 223 
to advance their respective agendas —  224 
But our specific interest here is in what way does this provide PROOF that Trump is 225 
sympathetic to White Racism? When Obama said Trayvon Martin could have been his 226 
son, was he sending a message that he was supportive of crime, of assault and battery — 227 
because that's what happened in that incident? Did Obama speak prematurely when he 228 
criticized the police, repeatedly, or was he in fact in favor of "kill the cops" mentality — 229 
was it his intention to promote that? Maybe it was! And maybe that's why they read this 230 
the way they do. 231 
Look, Trump came out against "hatred, bigotry, and violence on many sides" — but, 232 
ironically, it is the left that distorts what happened. BOTH SIDES perpetrated acts of 233 
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"hatred, bigotry and violence.” By some accounts, Antifa instigated the physical assaults. 234 
By other accounts, the white supremacists instigated the break out of physical violence. 235 
But the left will never mention that Antifa started any thing. So does that mean Biden's 236 
statement shows sympathy for Antifa. 237 
I mean, it's all like, the Muslims were killed in New Zealand, but it was "Easter 238 
worshippers" in Sri Lanka.  239 
I'm sure the "very fine people" that were caught up in that atrocity appreciated being 240 
distinguished from the white supremacists and Antifa counter protestors at that march. 241 
Okay, next proof under the heading Friendliness With Proud Racists And White 242 
Nationalists is "After David Duke, the former leader of the Ku Kux Klan, endorsed him, 243 
Trump was reluctant to disavow Duke even when asked directly on Television. Okay, I 244 
watched the clip. It's linked here.3 Trump said he would be glad to condemn any group he 245 
felt was deserving of it, please send him a list of the groups and he would have research 246 
done and then offer condemnation where warranted. He said he did not know David 247 
Duke or anything about the White Supremacist group. It makes sense to me. The guy has 248 
been busy building his business, building buildings, and doing his Apprentice show, and 249 
selling his shirts and ties, and, you know what I mean. It can be time consuming to build 250 
a multi-billion dollar business — so, okay, he has really never looked into White 251 
Supremacy and David Duke is not a name that ever got his attention along the way — I 252 
had never heard of Saul Alinsky until, well, not too long ago, and yet that guy is the very 253 
fountain of evil in this country — so, it happens. 254 
I don't know why these guys don't take Trump up on these offers. He said, send me a list, 255 
I'll research it, and get back to you. 256 
But here is why it all breaks down on liberals. 257 
They press Trump to openly disavow Duke — which, to be honest, is not hard to do — 258 
Duke is a racists, and if it pleases you, I disavow him — which means, as matter of fact, 259 
that I deny any responsibility or support for him. And they wanted Trump to say he 260 
would refuse to accept the endorsement or support of Duke and his club. Trump says, I'm 261 
not going to say that to anyone supporting me when I know little if anything about them!  262 
While these same liberals cozy up to Farrakhan, and make statements like Pol Pot is one 263 
of their favorite leaders, or praise Ho Chi Minh. So, when New York Times publishes the 264 
definitive list proving Liberals are Dictator loving, mass murder loving Communists, 265 
maybe then we'll have something. Because that, my friend, is a whole lot nearer the truth 266 
that this tripe about Trump being racist. 267 
[Time restraints required me to cut off the following] 268 
And then, next, on the point that Trump is friendly with proud racists and White 269 
Nationalists — "Trump hired Steve Bannon as his campaign head and later White House 270 

                                     
3 http://time.com/4240268/donald-trump-kkk-david-duke/ 
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chief strategist. Under Bannon's leadership, the website Breitbart made white nationalism 271 
a central theme. It featured a section, for example, on 'black crime.'"  272 
If anyone should know something about extremists embedding themselves within your 273 
organization and creating problems for your party it would be, well, the DEMOCRATS, 274 
ya think?  275 
Bannon did not come into the Trump organization because he was a white racist, it was 276 
because he had some brilliant ideas about campaign strategy — that it turned out he had 277 
another agenda is not something that should be laid at Trump's feet, especially since, HE 278 
GOT FIRED! These people are too much. Feinstein has a spy for China on staff for years 279 
— no one decides Feinstein was complicit with China, do they? Of course not. AOC has 280 
taken center stage in the Democrat party, much to the chagrin of Dem leaders, who are 281 
not sure what to do about her. And an avowed Communist, Bernie Sanders is a very 282 
powerful voice in the Democrat party — has the party gone communist? Well, maybe so. 283 
But here is the difference with Trump and these yahoos — HE FIRED BANNON, 284 
okaaaayy? 285 
In other words, once again, the double standard is galling. Bannon's actions were 286 
disavowed in the most powerful terms possible: You're Fire! 287 
Okay, get technical with me — libs love to get very legalistic when it comes to holding 288 
their opponents hostage to their own ideals: he resigned, I know. Right! Yeah, he 289 
resigned. Unreal! 290 
And then finally, on proofs Trump is friendly toward proud racists and white nationalists 291 
— this is offered as their last proof: "Trump endorsed and campaigned for Roy Moore, 292 
the Alabama Senate candidate who spoke positively about slavery and who called for an 293 
African-American Muslim member of Congress not to be seated because of his religion." 294 
Well, now, that brings us full circle, does it not? 295 
Trump's endorsement of Roy Moore would be problematic if you believe all the lies the 296 
media told about Roy Moore. He has no sympathy for slavery — to take a remark he 297 
made in which he effectively said at one time in history, black families were strong, even 298 
though it was a time of slavery, at least their families were strong, and construe that as a 299 
soft endorsement of slavery is like saying when Obama said Christians in the fly over 300 
country cling to God and their guns was an endorsement of antichrist bigotry and liberal 301 
snobbery — with one important difference. 302 
When Moore made his comment about the general break down in the American black 303 
family, something Candace recently spoke to, telling us in the 60s single parent mothers 304 
were 23% and now they are 74% of all black households — and blaming Democrat 305 
policies for it, and rightly so, by the way — he was lamenting a reality, he was in fact not 306 
even talking about slavery as an issue, when slavery as an issue comes up, he is adamant 307 
and clear in his denunciation every time — and furthermore, to claim Moore is racist 308 
because he acknowledges the challenges presented by the 10th and 14th amendments on 309 
Constitutional grounds, again, does not make him racist. He has never advocated taking 310 
away the right of blacks to vote — that's never the context in which that conversation 311 
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takes place — but the liberals like to twist every thing into race because, like Candace said, 312 
that's how the liberals keep control of the Black and Hispanic vote. Every four year trot 313 
out there and shout, vote for Democrats because Republicans are racist — when that is a 314 
LIE. 315 
However, beyond all of that — Trump's endorsement of Roy Moore was not an 316 
endorsement of racism, first, because even if he was racist, none of these lies about him 317 
began to come out until he ran for Senate, so at the time Trump endorsed him, these 318 
things had only just begun to come out and they had not been proved, because Trump's 319 
reason for endorsing Moore was that, at the time, it certainly looked like he was going to 320 
win, and more importantly, because he was certain Moore would be an ally in the Senate. 321 
Okay, I'm sure it's becoming more and more clear to you — and thank God for the help 322 
we are getting from people like Alen West and Candace Owens, and Diamond and Silk, 323 
and many more — I'm hopeful. It's just that we had better pray, and fast and pray, that 324 
the election will be honest and fair —that voter fraud will not be a determining factor 325 
because that is exactly what the left will try to do. So, pray!  326 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me know if you see them. 327 
It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE ON and you will ride like Revere and spread 328 
the warning, (essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say LIGHTS 329 
OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and disagree strongly with me. So, what 330 
will it be today, lights on, or lights off? 331 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s brainmassage.net. Find the 332 
CONTACT button and send me an email. 333 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 334 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 335 


